
 

 

Teacher and Club Manager Committee                    25 MAY 2021 

Conference Call    
Zoom Video Conference. 
Attendance: Steve Moese, Jeff Bayone, Steve Gaynor, Judy Elbogen, Rich Carle, Betty Starzec, Kathie Macnab, Sam 
Marks, Greg Coles (ACBL Director of Operations), Henry Meguid (ABTA President), Ellis Feigenbaum 
 

Key Links: 
Committee Documents: http://www.district11bridge.com/BoG/2017BoGTCODocs.html 
BoG Reports: http://www.district11bridge.com/ACBL_board_reports.html  
BridgeWinners Clubs & Teachers Forum: http://bridgewinners.com/forums/browse/clubs-and-teachers/  
 

Priorities    -    Survive Covid19 Impacts Grow Membership, Grow Tables, Grow Classes 
 

NEXT MEETING: Tuesday JUNE 22, 2020 - 8 PM EDT, 5 PM PDT 
 

AGENDA 

• District Presidents Forum (Tracey Bauer D21)  - ACBL will continue running 3 online Regionals per year going 
forward. 

• Paul Cuneo Note (4/29) – Awaiting Management response. 

• Specific steps for F2F clubs available now 

• Greg Coles – What is the glide path? 
 

Discussion 
SM -  shared Cincinnati reopening experience at about 1/9 of prior table count. 
SG- Require game reservations.  Close to ½ full.  Usual safety and hygiene requirements. Not clear on whether face 

masks will be required.  Lost one bridge center, and community centers will not reopen.  Evening online games have 
thrived.  Expect 40+ dates online plus a few party dates face o face.  Looking for new facility in western suburbs.  
However rent competition might limit game operator participation. ACBL must offer face to face games everything 
that they offer to online games.   

RC – Portland Oregon area – 2 clubs open in June.  Same schedule pre-pandemic.  Portland not announced their 
schedule yet.  Concerned about Vancouver Club (Unit owned) – not have any guidance from government.   

GC – Clubs are independent entities. While Unit clubs are a little different, as long as they follow local ordinance Unit 
Clubs are fine.  ACBL will insist Unit clubs follow local guidelines. 

HM – Open June 8th – merging two clubs together (Triangle Bridge Academy) games Tue & Wed Open and Limited at 
12:30.  98% of people are vaccinated.  Upload vaccination card to HM’s G-drive.  $11/game – no food at the 
beginning.  Space tables.  Unclear what table counts will happen.  When people play online, they are not playing in 
VACBs, but in alliance games (larger).  $7K/month rent.  Appreciate what ACBL did for Virtual Clubs, but now they 
are hurting attendance with special online events – there is more of an appetite to play online than to play in clubs.  
First month or two will be crucial, and might discourage club commitments required for success.  We want face to 
face clubs to survive.  What per cent of clubs are reopened? 

KMcN – Not up to my club when I can open.  Up to Health Regulators when they will allow me to reopen.  No plans for 
reopening yet.  PEI has been open all along.  When covid spiked they closed the bridge and cancelled the ferry.  We 
are concerned about whether we get enough people when we do reopen.  8-10 tables spaced. 95% of all NS are 
vaccinated.  Mtg with Unit President – want to start a 99er game.  Greg C will help Kathy Lynn Chapin at ACBL can 
help. 

JB – 15 tables open, 3 limited.  31 (25 limited) tables online.  85 tables a day in three clubs.  Best part of VACB are the 
limited games.  Future online with limited games.  Good news and bad news.  Can’t build a sense of community with 
people as they develop their skills. If the clubs don’t find a way to survive, I don’t know how much longer people will 
care about their successes if there’s no on e to share them with.  Clubs build a sense of community. Key seems to be 
how we are going to marry online bridge to the clubs so that each one contributes to the ecosystem.  Thinking about 
opening a 15Ksq ft space at 53rd and Madison – do I make the investment?  Don’t know what % of people are coming 
back to the game.  Silver points killed my club game today.  If clubs are going to work hand in hand with online,. We 
have to figure out a way that online players count toward open players.     Proposed idea to Lee Lynn – pool online 
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and f2f tables but limit OA awards to f2f players.  If online wins 1st OA, no 1st OA is awarded.  Must earn the award. 
Also consider having an online and a f2f ACBL leagues that are separate from each other.   

GC – Very familiar with Canada, once vaccination threshold is met, CA will open.  Concern about keeping vaccination 
records of members online – Privacy concerns. 

SM – Cincinnati keeps a list of names of members who are fully vaccinated. No other records. 
GC – Big question struggling with – if we push people to face to face too fast and push them away from online, they 

might take up other hobbies or play in BBO games.  Do not know how many F2F tables would have happened in NY if 
online was not available.  Don’t want to act too early or too late.  Sentiment has changed drastically in the last two 
weeks.  People’s behaviors have really shifted.  People are close to “normal”.  Meeting Board next Friday.  Board 
aligned on GC direction.  GC strongly aligned.  BoG is more pro-online than BoG.   

 As of right now, of about 2400 active clubs 16% have had f2f activity.  8% of tables.  So, about ½ of the table count 
we want.  Online dropping more than f2f coming back.  April worst month for total club tables. 2020 was bigges year 
for club tables ever.  VACBs were down but not that much.   

HM – Do clubs really augment their revenue online?   
GC – There is a range in results for online across the zone.   
JB – VACB games are dead.  SYC games had only 2 players not the 40 we needed.   
GC – Original intention of SYC games was for a few weeks.  They continued to run well.   
JB – expressed many concerns about the lack of support for f2f clubs by the ACBL. 
GC – a bunch of things on the table – Mgmt chooses to work with the Board of Directors to align to the plan forward. 

Cannot reveal specifics until discussions with the Board are aligned.  True campaign / effort to get players back to 
face to face bridge.  Has to work fairly well for everyone.   

HM – ACBL cannot tell people where to play online.  People can play wherever they want.  Will the ACBL break up 
alliances?   

GC – ACBL monitors guest policy carefully and work with clubs to keep them in line.  Long term if clubs operate online, 
the solution has to be either very restrictive or completely wide open.  Wide open gets rid of alliances.   

SG – Pre-pandemic 2020 we played in Orlando, Dallas, Las Vegas and Detroit. Jade Barrett alliance in upper Midwest 
with many small clubs doing really well.   

GC – Action will be immediate on approval of changes proposed by management.   
HM – Critical mass will play a big role – if it is open, people will play in the bigger games.  Is membership up or down? 
GC – Open is the only sustainable long term model. 8% members lost in the past several months.   
HM – Long term membership is key to the viability of the ACBL – the Clubs are key to that. 
KMcN – Guest membership can be done only by the person themselves.    
GC – The idea about online regionals a week after the NABC’s, is not a firm decision.  
JB – appears to be 45 days a year where ACBL competes with clubs for games. Have to do something to keep people 
playing at the clubs.  Frustration.   
GC – Tournaments compete with the club – it’s an ecosystem.  
JB – How does an online sectional or regional help my club?  Profit sharing.    
KMcN – Could not register others for guest membership 
GC – BBO User name is not mandatory – Year of birth could be sufficient.   
KMcN – Bridge World and Bridge Studio are independently owned.  Might be better to join forces.  2 clubs don’t like 
each other.   
HM – Discussed the differences between the two merged clubs.  Pool is shrinking – made business sense to combine 
resources.  Come January will operate under 1 sanction.  Players cause the rancor.  Up to the principals to keep things 
harmonious.   
  

NEXT STEPS: 
Awaiting Management Decision on program to support clubs reopening face to face bridge (June 4).   
 

NEXT MEETING: Tuesday JUNE 22, 2020 - 8 PM EDT, 5 PM PDT 
Zoom Video Conference  
 
Respectfully Submitted,  Steve Moese, Chair K082411 


